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Introduction

The Residents’ Panel to Review the Condominium Act is a body
of thirty-six randomly selected Ontario condo residents who are
broadly representative of the province’s condo population. These
thirty-six volunteers met four times during 2012 and 2013. Members
came together to deliberate on behalf of all condo residents in
the province and offer direction to the Government of Ontario
concerning changes to the Condominium Act.
The Residents’ Panel is an essential component of Ontario’s Condo Act
Review. Its activities — during Stage One and Stage Three of the Review —
are brackets to the expert and stakeholder deliberations that occurred during Stage Two.
On its own, Stage Two is a path-breaking example of collaborative policymaking. For several months, over 35 experts and stakeholder representatives met to develop concrete policy proposals to reform the Condo Act.
Participants —mediators, developers, lawyers, condo managers, insurance representatives, chartered accountants, a housing analyst, a realtor,
an engineer, consumer advocates and owner representatives— offered their
expertise, overcame significant differences, and agreed to over 100 distinct
recommendations for a new Condo Act.
Yet Stage Two of the Condo Act Review draws heavily on the perspectives of professionals and advocates. To the average condo resident, it
appears to ask advice primarily from those already deeply involved in, and
at least somewhat invested in, the current system. On its own, this collaborative policymaking effort would have risked missing critical insights about
the needs and priorities of those who condos are ultimately meant to serve:
residents themselves.
Resident perspectives are of particular importance to the Condo Act
Review because policy makers entered this process without a comprehensive picture of condo living in Ontario today. Condo corporations have
rapidly multiplied and diversified in recent years, the demographics and
priorities of condo communities have changed considerably, and reliable data sources are few and far between. What is the day-to-day experience of condominium residents in Ontario? What type of condominium
environments do Ontarians want? How would a particular proposal work
in a townhouse in Thunder Bay, a mid-rise in Ottawa, or a high-rise in
Markham? Without the considered input of residents, it would have been
difficult for decision makers to see current challenges clearly and have confidence that particular proposals would serve the public interest. What the
Condo Review required was a mechanism to elevate the perspectives of the
average condo resident and level the playing field with other stakeholders.
The Residents’ Panel to Review the Condominium Act was designed
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with these needs in mind. The thirty-six members were randomly selected
to represent the geographic, age, and gender diversity of condo residents in
Ontario. During meetings, they had the opportunity to learn from policy
makers, outside experts, and leaders in the condo industry — participants
were thus equipped with the insights to translate their opinions and ideas
into credible advice that policy makers could use. Supported by facilitators,
panel members were able to deliberate under considerable time pressure,
find consensus and table detailed recommendations.
During the three Residents’ Panel meetings held in Stage One (Autumn
2012), residents were asked lay out guiding values, identify priorities, and
propose recommended directions for the Condo Act Review. These values,
priorities, and directions became a foundation that experts and stakeholders could work from during Stage Two. The results of these first three meetings can be found in The Ontario Residents’ Panel to Review the
Condominium Act: Stage One Report.
After Stage Two was completed, the Residents’ Panel reconvened for a
final two-day meeting on September 21 and 22, 2013. Members began by
learning about the proposals developed by the volunteer experts and examining whether they align with the values and priorities they identified in
their first three meetings. Panellists concluded by advising the Government
of Ontario, as resident representatives, about the strengths of the proposals,
modifications that deserve consideration, and any areas of condominium
living that require further attention from policy makers. These results are
documented in this report.
The work of this small but representative group of Ontarians is testament
to the interest and ability of members of the public to play a more constructive role in the development and review of public policy. The panellists
took their task seriously, gave generously of their time and did not receive
compensation. Their contribution to Ontario’s Condo Act Review is considerable; the province is on a path towards better condo legislation and
strengthened condo communities in part because of them.
*

*

Stage One also included Stakeholder Roundtable Meetings, the Minister’s Public
Information Sessions, and the collection of submissions by email and mail.
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Summary of Findings:
What Policy Makers Should Know

In their Stage One Report, released in January 2013, the Residents’
Panel to Review the Condominium Act identified a number of major
priorities for Ontario's Condominium Act Review. These included:
• The creation and effective distribution of well-designed
educational resources for condo owners and boards;
• The licensing of condo managers;
• Improved financial transparency and predictability for buyers
(especially when buying from developers, but also on the resale
market);
• Powerful, fair, fast, and affordable dispute resolution
mechanisms;
• Mechanisms to build stronger, more resilient communities
within condo corporations; and
• Greater openness and improved two-way communication
between boards and owners.

General Approval of the Stage Two
Solutions Report
After appraising the 100+ recommendations included in the Stage Two
Solutions Report and comparing them to the recommended directions the
Residents’ Panel members set out during Stage One, the panel concluded
that the Stage Two Solutions Report responds effectively to a large majority
of the concerns and priorities they enumerated during Stage One. They
are especially heartened to see recommendations that advise:
•• The creation of a Condo Guide, of an online financing course, and
educational resources for new board members;
•• The licensing of condo managers through a tiered system;
•• Limitations on developer practices that create unpredictable
fee increases;
•• Standardized and improved documentation for purchasers;
•• The creation of a Dispute Resolution Office that educates members of
condo communities, provides quick and authoritative decisions, and
addresses power imbalances between boards and owners;
•• Increased owner access to condo corporation documents; and
•• Improved processes for requisition meetings.
Members of the Residents’ Panel felt that nearly all of the Stage Two recommendations were improvements on the current situation, and when held
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up against the guiding values the Residents’ Panel developed during Stage
One, the Stage Two recommendations in each of the five issue areas were
evaluated positively.

Suggested Areas for Further Attention
The Residents Panel believes that further improvements to Stage Two recommendations can be made, and encourages the government to give further consideration to several areas of condominium life in Ontario as they
develop their action plan. These areas are:
The diversity of Ontario’s condo corporations and condo communities
Members of the Residents’ Panel felt that certain Stage Two recommendations did not display sufficient flexibility to address the diverse situations
and preferences of different condo corporations across the province. They
suggest that the condo manager licensing system might over-train for certain condo corporations while under-training for others. They worry that
educational information and dispute resolution services might end up inaccessible or ill-designed for certain condo corporation types and certain
geographic, cultural, or linguistic communities. And they believe that the
mandatory training that is being recommended for all new board members
will not be sufficient preparation for board members of self-managed condo corporations.
The need to place adequate checks on the activities of boards, especially
when it comes to reserve fund management
The members of the Residents’ Panel recognize that the Condo Act must
strike a balance between transparency and accountability on the onehand, and ease of board operation on the other. While the Residents’ Panel
agrees that onerous requirements and limitations may inhibit boards from
operating smoothly and/or from taking necessary actions, they believe that
the Stage Two recommendations lean too heavily towards freeing boards
from reporting requirements and owner approvals.
This position is not due to from lack of knowledge or experience —
many of the members of the Residents’ Panel have been or currently
are condo board members. But they are of the view that the leeway that
would be created by Stage Two recommendations invites mismanagement
by boards. They believe:
•• The Condo Act should require more frequent updates to owners when
significant changes are afoot;
•• Restrictions on the use and investment of reserve should be relatively
stringent;
•• Regulations should pay greater attention to under-spending of the
reserve fund as well as over-spending by the board; and
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••

The process to requisition a meeting suggested by Stage Two participants, though an improvement over the current process, is still too
onerous. Given the suggested changes to rules surrounding quorum
and bylaws, lowering the level of owner approval required to hold a
requisition meeting should be seriously considered.

Community-building and good governance practices
The members of the Residents’ Panel understand that a condo corporation is at its core a set of relationships. Regulations and rules can help create healthy behaviours and structure appropriate checks and balances. But
in communities, no system of rules can solve all problems. The Residents’
Panel believes that the quality of relationships in condos communities
will in large part determine whether unexpected problems are addressed
appropriately or are left to fester.
Community standards are powerful levers of change, and the Residents’
Panel believes it is important that experts and policy makers begin developing a body of knowledge about how to improve and maintain these
standards in condo communities. This knowledge should be deployed
in the educational materials, training courses, and codes of ethics that
are recommended in Stage Two, so that effective practices of community
building and good governance become the norm in condo communities
across the province.
Tenants and rented condominiums
Like Stage Two participants, the Residents’ Panel expressed concern about
the increasing use of condos as rental properties, and they agree that the
Residential Tenancies Act and the Condo Act need to be reconciled in
order to improve dispute resolution. Though they believe that condo owners should have the right to rent their properties, and that Ontario’s housing stock should serve the needs of renters as well as owners, they were
concerned that:
•• Dysfunctional environments are more likely to occur when condo corporations combine a considerable proportion of owner-occupied units
with a large proportion of rented units that are occupied by short-term
transient tenants and rented by absentee landlords;
•• The use of condos as an investment vehicle may be fuelling a speculative bubble that is distorting the condo market; and
•• Prospective condo buyers are currently unable to access accurate information about the proportion of tenanted units in the buildings they are
considering. They are thus unable to make informed choices about the
type of condo community they are entering through their purchase.
The Residents’ Panel hopes that the government will address these concerns in the development of their action plan.
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The Condo Office: Functions and Funding
Members of the Residents’ Panel agree that a Condo Office should be created to provide a suite of services to condo communities. After learning
about the benefits of creating the Condo Office as a designated administrative authority, including a representative board of directors and the
option to create dedicated revenue streams – the panellists saw this structure as an acceptable option.
The Residents’ Panel was unable to reach complete consensus about a
funding model for the Condo Office, given the amount of material they
were tasked with covering in a small amount of time. However, there was
broad consensus that condo owners and members of the condo industry should take some financial responsibility for creating and maintaining this Office. Members agreed that pay-per-use fees and licensing fees
should play a significant role in raising revenues. They felt that a contribution from the general tax base should be comparable to contributions
made for other similar government services, and reflect the broader public
good that is advanced by well-functioning condo communities.
The members of the panel were divided about the use of a per-unit levy.
Many saw a modest fee as a reasonable expense, given the services being
offered and the improvements that would result. Some wondered whether
condo corporations would be getting enough value for their money. And
a few worried about those condo owners who were already struggling to
make ends meet while paying unexpectedly high condo fees — any additional fees might do them more harm than good. In the end, time ran out
before full consensus could be reached.

Implementation
Several times the members of the Residents’ Panel advised the government
to provide greater clarity about how a recommendation would be implemented. They understood that if implementation is poorly designed, even
the strongest recommendations would have limited impact. They provide
the following recommendations concerning implementation:
•• Ensure that mandatory board training is designed so that it encourages, rather than discourages owners to step forward and volunteer. This
training must be straightforward and engaging, not boring
and onerous;
•• Ensure the condo guide is accessible to all buyers (including resale)
ideally before purchase, and that it is designed with usability in mind;
•• Declarations and status certificates need to be readable and
easily navigated;
•• The effectiveness and reach of educational materials need to be evaluated on a regular basis; and
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••

Condo management licenses need to be enforced through effective verification and disciplinary procedures.

The full set of final recommendations provided by the Residents’ Panel
to Review the Condominium Act, written in the words of members themselves, is included below.
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In their Own Words:
The Residents’ Panel Review of
the Stage Two Solutions Report
What follows is the Residents’ Panel Review of the Stage Two
Solutions Report. This Review was drafted in point form by the panel
members and edited by MASS LBP staff. The entire text was sent to
each panel member for comment and further revision before being
released to the public. In this way, it has been vetted and authorized
by panel members as an accurate account of the conclusions they
reached during their meeting. Panel members may not necessarily
agree that each of these conclusions reflect their own personal
positions, but they believe that their role on the panel is to do their
best to represent the needs and interests of all condominium
residents and owners and to work on their behalf. Thus, they have all
agreed that this report accurately reflects the work accomplished by
the panel over the two days spent working together and expresses
the voice of the Residents’ Panel as a whole.

Communiqué
Sent to the Minister of Consumer Services, in advance of this document, on
September 23, 2013
We, the 36 members of the Ontario Residents’ Panel to Review the Condominium Act, have just completed a two-day meeting where we examined
and discussed the Stage Two Solutions Report, which documents the recommendations put forward to the Ontario Government by participants in
Stage Two of the Condo Act Review.
During our two-day meeting, we identified areas of agreement and
issues that deserve further consideration. We will issue our own report —
The Final Report of the Residents’ Panel — which will fully describe our
appraisal of the Stage Two Solutions Report, as well as our supplementary
recommendations for the Ministry of Consumer Services and the Government of Ontario. This report will be released in the coming weeks.
Given the understanding that the Stage Two Solutions Report will be
released publicly before our report is finalized, we have agreed to release
the following communiqué.
We believe that the Stage Two Solutions Report responds effectively to
many of the concerns and priorities first expressed by our initial report,
published in January 2013.
When we reviewed the current Condo Act, it became clear to us that it
needed substantial reform. 1 in 10 Ontarians live in a condominium, and
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more than 50% of new homes are condos. Practices in the condo industry
and the composition of condo communities have changed radically — and
these changes are reshaping the province. While the current Condo Act
may have sufficiently addressed the needs of Ontario’s condo residents
when it came into force over a decade ago, we believe the Act in its current form falls short of what is required.
As it stands, enforcement of current regulations is weak and inadequate,
and too many people understand too little about the ways condo corporations are intended to operate. Too many condo residents in Ontario
feel that their very homes are vulnerable — threatened by dysfunctional
boards, unengaged and uninformed owners, and unprofessional condo
managers. It is critically important that reforms to the Act address these
vulnerabilities efficiently and cost-effectively.
We believe the Condo Act Review is well overdue and that these issues
require considerable public attention.
The establishment of a provincial Condo Office to help resolve disputes,
educate members of condo communities, regulate and license condo
managers, and collect statistics is a substantial and deeply positive step
towards resolving many of our concerns. We for the most part agree that
members of the condo community should take some financial responsibility for creating and maintaining this Office. Our report will contain further commentary on our preferred funding mechanisms.
We believe the Condo Office will improve the speed, cost, and fairness
of dispute resolution. We believe that better information made more widely available will help to address many of the sources of conflict or misunderstanding that frequently occur. We welcome a licensing system that
reassures owners and boards that their condo manager is knowledgeable,
ethical, and professional. Finally, we are heartened to see many potential
new standards for finances and consumer protection that will bring greater confidence to condominium owners and the sector as a whole. Many
of these elements will help to strengthen the vital communities that exist
within condo buildings.
Amongst our supplementary recommendations, we encourage the province to proceed with:
Establishing a Condo Office that:
•• Is easily accessible throughout the province of Ontario;
•• Provides a more timely, and potentially less costly, conflict
resolution process;
•• Offers educational resources regarding roles and responsibilities of
condo owners, boards of directors and management companies.
Setting out ‘codes of ethics’ and a ‘charter of rights and responsibilities’ that:
•• Establish standards and promote professionalism among all members
of the condo community.
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Creating resources & licensing standards for condo management that:
•• Establishes a licensing standard for professional condominium
managers;
•• Provides resources and ensures competence for self-managed corporations.
Creating a widely available condo guide that:
•• Offers accessible and instructive information for potential and current
owners of both new and resale condos.
Increasing protection for consumers with rules that:
•• Require developers to improve financial transparency and predictability during the purchase of a new condo;
•• Improve information available concerning resale condos.
Offering additional clarity concerning:
•• The potential new rules and regulations concerning the use of
reserve funds;
•• The potential investment options of reserve funds;
•• The management of conflicts involving tenants.
We very much look forward to seeing the government’s action plan, and
appreciate that we as members of the public will have the opportunity to
comment on its contents. We hope to see considerable alignment with the
Stage Two Solution Report and with the additional recommendations we
provide in our final report.
We would like to express our appreciation at having been included in
this particular process of public engagement. It has empowered condo
owners and residents to take a seat at the table with the government in
developing new policies. We applaud the government and hope that this
process will serve as a model for future policy making exercises.

Condo Management
Values
When evaluating changes to condo management in Ontario, we believe
responsiveness, effective communication, and strong communities are the most
relevant of our seven guiding values.
We believe the recommendations that impact condo management found in
the Stage Two Solutions Report improve responsiveness significantly.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat
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We believe the recommendations that impact condo management found in
the Stage Two Solutions Report advance effective communication somewhat.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

We believe the recommendations that impact condo management found in
the Stage Two Solutions Report advance strong communities somewhat.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

Strengths
The recommendations that impact condo management found in the Stage
Two Solutions Report provide a substantial structure for condo management
where little existed previously. We believe that by establishing condo management as a regulated profession, the government can ensure more capable condo managers and higher-quality services.

Issues that require further attention
We believe that the government, when developing their action plan, should
focus further attention on the following issues in order to better address
the condo management needs of Ontario’s condo communities:
•• Defining the financial threshold for the sealed bid process – from
our perspective, the suggested $50,000 threshold should not apply to
condo corporations of all sizes; alternative possibilities might include
sliding scale or a threshold based on a a condo corporation’s annual
budget or reserve funds;
•• Exploring the criteria whereby a condo corporation may/may not be
self-managed – it may be reasonable to prevent certain large and complicated condo corporations from being self-managed by the board of
directors;
•• Ensure that licensed managers (as well as board members in self-managed condo corporations) fulfill continuing education and license
renewal processes that verify they are still capable, professional, and
ethical managers.

Additional specific recommendations for the government
In addition to the issues for further attention listed above, we specifically
recommend that the government:
•• Establish a disciplinary process for managers who do not comply with
rules and regulations (e.g. fines, suspensions, expulsions). We also
explored the possibility of an auditing process to guarantee quality of
services, but could not agree on its necessity.
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Financial Management
Values
When evaluating changes to financial management in Ontario’s condo corporations, we believe financial sustainability, fairness and effective communication are the most relevant of our seven guiding values.
We believe the recommendations that impact financial management
found in the Stage Two Solutions Report improve financial sustainability
significantly.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

We believe the recommendations that impact financial management found
in the Stage Two Solutions Report improve fairness somewhat.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

We believe the recommendations that impact financial management
found in the Stage Two Solutions Report advance effective communications
somewhat.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

Strengths
Generally, we are happy with the financial aspects of the Stage Two Report.
We believe the recommendations that impact financial management found
in the Stage Two Solutions Report do a good job clarifying budget and other
financial requirements and they also improve the amount of information
available to owners about what is at stake.

Issues that require further attention
In order to address the financial management needs of Ontario’s condo
corporations, we believe the most important issue for government to attend
to when preparing its action plan is the effectiveness of communication
between owners and the board. Specific recommendations are provided
below. We support the creation of a Condo Guide, required board training,
an online finance course, and other tools to help clarify the very technical
language of condo corporation finances, but believe these must be carefully crafted if they are to be understandable and useful to the average owner.
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Additional specific recommendations for the government
In addition to the issues for further attention listed above, we specifically
recommend that the government:
•• Require that off-budget spending, whether over or under, is reported
to owners with an understandable and informative explanation. The
Stage Two Solutions Report focuses on over-spending. Under-spending
can be just as detrimental to the long-term health of the condo community. This reporting will improve clarity, accountability and financial sustainability.
•• Carefully limit the extent to which the new Condo Act relaxes restrictions on reserve fund investment. We believe reserve funds should be
open to investing, but only with important restrictions that protect
the owners from risky investments. We agree with the existing regulations provided in the Condo Act, except that we would relax these
restrictions to permit investment in institutions based in Canada, not
just Ontario.
•• Take care when allowing reserve funds to be used for energy efficient
improvements. We agree with the Stage Two Solutions Report that it is
important to allow for reserve fund spending on needed replacements
that may be more expensive but are more energy-efficient (i.e. are of
comparable or better quality, plus are energy-efficient). But we worry
this may open a loophole whereby boards are able to advance unnecessary ‘green’ projects without owner approval. We respect that a delicate
balance must be found and believe legislation needs to reflect this.
•• Require boards to report on the status of reserve funds at more frequent intervals than the AGM — potentially at monthly meetings —
when there is a change in the status of the fund, including changes to
investment plans, fund allocations and spending.
•• Ensure that owners are given clear information about ‘who is responsible for what’ when it comes to the maintenance and/or improvement of
common elements.

Dispute Resolution
Values
When evaluating changes to dispute resolution in Ontario’s condo communties, we believe fairness, effective communication, and responsiveness are
the most relevant of our seven guiding values.
We believe the recommendations that impact dispute resolution found in
the Stage Two Solutions Report advance fairness significantly.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat
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We believe the recommendations that impact dispute resolution found in
the Stage Two Solutions Report advance effective communication more than
somewhat but less than significantly.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

We believe the recommendations that impact dispute resolution found in
the Stage Two Solutions Report improve responsiveness significantly.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

Strengths
We believe the recommendations that impact dispute resolution found in
the Stage Two Solutions Report represent a substantial improvement to the
status quo. We think the mechanisms presented in the recommendations
will make resolution of disputes faster, fairer, more cost effective and more
efficient for the parties involved.
We see the establishment of clear default procedures as an effective tool
to resolve disputes in a timely fashion. We recognize the merit of preventing disputes, and agree that dispute resolution efforts should emphasize any avenues that will de-escalate a conflict and diminish the need for
more formal and/or elaborate dispute resolution processes. We applaud
the creation of a Condo Office as an impartial third party that is neutral
and objective. We believe the three tools for dispute resolution within the
Condo Office (Quick Decision Maker (QDM), Dispute Resolution Officer (DRO), and education) are equal in importance. We believe it is especially important that person-to-person interaction with the impartial third
party (QDM, DRO) is included in dispute resolution in order to ensure
individuals feel heard and recognized. We are convinced the mechanisms provided by the Condo Office, if effectively implemented, will help
resolve disputes in a less costly, less timely manner.

Issues that require further attention
In order to address the dispute resolution needs of Ontario’s condo communities, we believe that the government should focus further attention on
reconciling any overlapping jurisdictions between the Residential Tenancies Act and the Condo Act. We believe the rules of the condo community
should apply to tenants as well as resident owners, and any codification (as
suggested in the Stage Two Solutions Report) that clarifies which statute prevails over the other should take this into account.
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Additional specific recommendations for the government
In addition to the issues for further attention listed above, we specially recommend that the government:
•• Prioritize the creation of information that helps disputants understand their rights and responsibilities and understand dispute resolution processes. Condo residents are eager for information to help them
navigate conflicts. The Condo Office should focus its early educational
efforts on creating and disseminating plain language FAQs that are as
simple as possible for readers to digest. Each FAQ sheet should focus
on a particular role or type of conflict (example: I am an owner in conflict with the board). It should also prioritize the creation of services
that provide official, authoritative answers to questions from owners
and stakeholders in Ontario’s condos.
•• Take care to recognize the geographic, linguistic, cultural diversity of
Ontario with the aim to ensure dispute resolution services are equally
accessible to all.
•• Consider the following suggestion when reconciling the Residential
Tenancies Act and the Condo Act: when the condo corporation has an
issue with the actions of a tenant, the landlord should be treated as the
first point of contact. If the landlord fails to take necessary action within a prescribed time, then (1) the landlord should be penalized, (2) the
landlord forfeits the right to participate in that dispute, and (3) the corporation is given the ability to assume the rights of a landlord and take
necessary legal action against the tenant.

Governance
Values
When evaluating changes to governance in Ontario’s condo corporations,
we believe informed communities/effective communication, financial sustainability, and fairness are the most relevant of our seven guiding values.
We believe the recommendations that impact governance found in the
Stage Two Solutions Report advance effective communication/informed communities significantly.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

We believe the recommendations that impact governance found in Stage
Two Solutions Report improve financial sustainability significantly.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat
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We believe the recommendations that impact governance found in Stage
Two Solutions Report improve fairness significantly.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

Strengths
We believe the recommendations that impact governance found in the
Stage Two Solutions Report, taken as a whole, will lead to better, more
informed, more participatory decision-making. These recommendations (1)
clarify roles and responsibilities of boards and owners; (2) strengthen condo communities and participation in governance; (3) strengthen communications in condo corporations.
Mandatory education for board members will make board members
and boards as a whole more effective, and will enable them to make more
responsible decisions. If implemented in a way that is straightforward and
empowering for trainees, it will encourage more owners to take on the
role of board member, leading to healthier communities.
Improved communication between boards and condo owners can create transparency and build owner trust in their boards. It will also allow
owners to provide more input, thus improving decision-making. In particular, recommendations #68, #71, and #72 (improving owner access to
financial documents) as well as recommendation #77 (supporting owner
rights to requisition meetings with boards) are significant improvements
to the current situation. Rules relaxing quorum will facilitate timely decision-making. Taken together with improvements to communication and
community engagement, these are powerful improvements.

Issues that require further attention
In order to address the governance needs of Ontario’s condo corporations,
we believe that the government should:
•• Be cautious in allowing any changes in the use of the reserve fund
without owner approval. Broadening reserve fund-eligible spending
may lead to confusion around appropriate uses of the reserve fund,
and open the door to inadvertent or deliberate misspending. Though
legally-required updates to common elements should be considered
an appropriate use of the reserve fund that does not require owner
approval, all other improvements to the condo building that are funded from the reserve fund should be voted on by owners.
•• Have greater consideration for the needs of condo corporations that
struggle to find sufficient number of board members. Resources could
be developed by the Condo Office to help address this challenge. MCS
might consider whether it is appropriate to create some flexibility with
education requirements for boards in exceptional situations where
boards are having problems recruiting sufficient members.
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••

••

Examine whether 15% of owners is too high a threshold for requesting
a requisition meeting and whether it should be lowered to 10%. Since
the current recommendations lower thresholds for board decisionmaking when quorum cannot be achieved, it may be appropriate to
give owners a similarly lowered threshold for holding boards accountable for their actions.
Recognize the importance of training and education for board members concerning community engagement. We think the Stage Two
Solutions Report treats this topic insufficiently. Some of our specific recommendations address these shortcomings.

Additional specific recommendations for the government
••
••

••

••
••

••

In addition to the issues for further attention listed above, we specifically recommend that the government:
Create ongoing opportunities and a range of strategies that support
boards’ development of community engagement practices. For example, resources could be created that guide boards on how to engage
residents in cross-cultural contexts.
Include a requirement that boards develop community engagement
programming in the code of ethics for boards of directors. This provides counterbalance to the Stage Two recommendation that quorum
requirements be relaxed.
Require all board members to provide criminal record checks.
Require board members in self-managed condo corporations to complete a specialized course that trains them on self-management issues.
This should over and above the 3-hour course that prepares them to be
board members. We agree that self-managed corporations should be
exempt from condo manager licensing.
Prevent board members from making environmental upgrades from
the reserve fund without owner approval. Boards should be able to
make legally required upgrades from the reserve fund budget. But
environmental or any other capital upgrades not required by law
should not be made from the reserve fund without owner approval (see
financial management for further discussion of this issue).

Consumer Protection
Values
When evaluating changes to consumer protection for Ontario’s condos, we
believe fairness, financial sustainability, and informed community members and
stakeholders are the most relevant of our seven guiding values.
We believe the recommendations that impact consumer protection found
in the Stage Two Solutions Report advance fairness more than somewhat but
less than significantly.
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Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

We believe the recommendations that impact consumer protection found
in the Stage Two Solutions Report support informed community members
and stakeholders significantly.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

We believe the recommendations that impact consumer protection found
in the Stage Two Solutions Report improve financial sustainability somewhat.

Not at all

A small amount

Somewhat

Significantly

Strengths
In assessing the consumer protection provisions in the Stage Two Solutions
Report, we focused our attention on whether or not these provisions would
help consumers avoid ‘buyers' remorse by providing them with access to
the information necessary to make an informed purchase.
In principle, we agree with the recommendations put forward and
would like to see more detail concerning how they would be implemented. We appreciate that the Stage Two Solutions Report emphasizes smarter
disclosure. Many documents are available currently, but buyers are too
often not aware of these documents or what to look for when they read
them. The report does much to address this problem. We agree with recommendations that increase the rights of consumers to have access to the
information necessary for their purchases. The recommendations regarding improved financial transparency and predictability from developers
are especially positive.

Issues that require further attention
In order to address the consumer protection needs of Ontario’s condo purchasers, we believe that the government should:
•• Pay further attention to the resale of condos, including improving status
certificates not only by requiring new information, but by mandating
an improved format that is easily navigated and understood by buyers.
Readability should also be encouraged in the standardized declaration.
•• Ensure that conversion buildings receive similar treatment to purposebuilt condo buildings (e.g. Tarion coverage)
•• Assess the reach of, and raise awareness about, the educational resources
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••
••

that MCS has already created. Extend these practices to any new educational resources made available by MCS and by the Condo Office.
Have the Condo Office present consumers with useful analyses of the
data it collects in order to help them make more informed purchases.
Examine purchasing practices that may undermine the quality and
strength of condo communities. In particular, we suggest further
investigation into the effect of condo units being used as financial
investment instruments, especially by large-scale investors. When this
practice is widespread, it may allow developers to easily sell their units
even when the units do not meet the living requirements of individuals
and families in Ontario. We see evidence of this in the severely reduced
living spaces and prices that are much higher than the local economy
would normally support. Furthermore this practice leads to increased
number of rentals in condo buildings, which can weaken communities
because it introduces transient residents who may not have a strong
personal stake in the well being of the community.

Additional specific recommendations for the government
In addition to the issues for further attention listed above, we specifically
recommend that the government ensure that the proposed ‘Condo Guide’
be a comprehensive, user-friendly document that includes:
•• Easily understandable information about key players, including boards,
condo managers, real estate agents, owners, tenants, and lawyers.
•• Guides for gathering and reading key documentation, including declarations, bylaws, rules, status certificates, reserve fund studies, and the
Condo Act itself.
•• Dedicated sections for different types of purchases, including prebuild, new build, resale, and conversion. These sections could include
key questions to ask and things to look for (e.g how to examine floor
plans for pre build condo purchases).

Financing the Condo Office
Features of the Condo Office:
We have been given preliminary information about what the Condo
Office could accomplish at different funding levels. Given this information, we believe the Condo Office’s services should be between moderate
and extensive.

Basic

Moderate

Extensive

We believe the Condo Office’s dispute resolution features should be
between moderate and extensive, with a focus on an expanded Quick
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Decision Maker that is available online. In making this recommendation,
we assume there will be extensive educational efforts that aim to prevent
and address disputes. We believe dispute resolution services are a great
need.

Basic

Moderate

Extensive

We believe the Condo Office’s education and awareness features should be
extensive, because these features equip all stakeholders to operate more
effectively, reduce costs, and provide clarity.

Basic

Moderate

Extensive

We believe the condo manager regulation features should be moderate.
In order to avoid setting overly expensive and unnecessary educational
requirements (the cost of which will be passed on to unit owners through
higher fees), the government should consider whether cost savings can
be achieved by allowing Level 1 managers to manage relatively simple
condo corporations (measured, for example, by number and type of units
and the size of assets) indefinitely; by allowing Level 2 managers to manage standard condo corporations, and by creating a special class of condo
managers who are certified to manage the largest and most complex condo
corporations.

Basic

Moderate

Extensive

We believe the condo registry and data analysis features should be extensive. Though we know relatively less about what this would entail, we see it as
potentially very helpful to individuals, enterprises, and the government itself.

Basic

Moderate

Extensive

Condo Office features should be phased in as soon as funding is available.
Data analysis should be phased in last. Though we appreciate the importance of those features that prevent problems from arising in the first place,
we believe it is important to also make sure those that are already facing
serious problems receive help in a timely manner during the phase-in of the
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Condo Office.
Funding the Condo Office
The majority of (though not all) panelists agree that Ontario’s ‘condo community’ (owners, developers, managers, etc) should take some financial
responsibility for the services provided by the Condo Office. There was
broad agreement that user fees should be implemented. There was less
agreement about a condo unit levy or about whether the general tax base
should be used to fund these services. Fees on developers of new condominiums, and memberships for condominiums corporations that entitled
them to different levels of services (e.g.: bronze, silver, gold levels) were
also suggested as potential funding mechanisms.
•• For the condo manager licensing office, condo managers should pay
the full cost of licensing, renewals, and tuition through user fees.
•• For the dispute resolution office, some user fees should be implemented. The remainder of necessary funding should come from a condo
unit levy, from the general tax base, and/or from a fee on developers.
•• For education and awareness activities of the Condo Office, there
should be limited or no fees. Funding should come from a condo unit
levy, from the general tax base, and/or from a fee on developers.
•• For the Condo Registry and for data analysis services performed by
the Condo Office, the government should fund much of these core services from general tax revenues. Certain user fees should be charged
for detailed data requests.
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Understanding the Residents’
Panel Process
The Residents’ Panel to Review the Condominium Act is a body
of thirty-six randomly selected condo residents and owners who
are broadly representative of the Ontario’s condo population.
These thirty-six volunteers met four times during 2012 and 2013.
Members came together to work on behalf of all condo residents
in the province and offer direction to the Government of Ontario
concerning changes to the Condominium Act.
During the three Residents’ Panel meetings held in Stage One of the
Condo Act Review (Autumn 2012), members were asked lay out guiding
values, identify priorities, and propose recommended directions for the
Review. These values, priorities, and directions became a foundation that
experts and stakeholders could work from during Stage Two. The process
and results of these first three meetings can be found in The Ontario Residents’ Panel to Review the Condominium Act: Stage One Report.
After Stage Two was completed, the Residents’ Panel reconvened for a
final two-day meeting on September 21 and 22, 2013. Their stated task was
“to learn about the recommendations developed by experts during Stage Two, to
examine whether their proposals align with the values and priorities [they] identified in Stage One, and to advise the Government of Ontario, as resident representatives, about the strengths of these proposals and any areas that [they] believe
deserve further attention.”
This is no easy task. They had over 100 technical recommendations to
review, and time was extremely short.
Over their two days together, the panel worked through three distinct
phases. A learning phase was designed to ensure that each panellist had
the opportunity to become better informed about the recommendations
put forward by the Stage Two participants. Five members of the Stage
Two Expert Panel agreed to participate as guests and offered panellists
a wealth of insight into the reasoning behind the recommendations that
had been put forward. A deliberation phase was designed that asked panellists to examine whether these recommendations align with the values
and priorities that the Residents’ Panel identified in its first three meetings. A final recommendation phase required panellists to agree on and
write out advice for the Government of Ontario concerning the development of the Stage Three Action Plan.
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The Civic Lottery
The 36 members of the Residents’ Panel to Review the Condominium Act
were selected by civic lottery. Ten thousand invitations were sent to randomly selected condominium residences across Ontario early in September 2012. The invitations were transferable to anyone over the age of 18 who
lives or owns in that same condominium corporation. Each region of the
province received a number of invitations roughly proportionate to its population. The letter invited residents and owners of condominiums to volunteer three full Saturdays during Fall 2012 and a full weekend in Fall 2013 to
learn about the Condominium Act, share their perspective and experience
as a condominium owner or resident, and work together to offer direction
to the Government of Ontario concerning changes to the Condominium
Act. Condominium developers and managers, currently elected political
representatives, and employees of the Ministry of Consumer Services were
ineligible to participate.
More than 500 people responded to the invitation, either volunteering to be part of the panel or regretting their inability to participate but
requesting to be kept informed about the process. From among the pool
of 278 volunteers, 36 panellists were randomly selected in a blind draw
that balanced for five criteria. The selection guaranteed gender parity,
matched the age profile of Ontario’s population, and mirrored the geographic distribution, the type of condominium residence, and renter/
resident/owner status of Ontario’s condominium population. Special
selection was not made for ethnicity, income, educational attainment or
other attributes. These supplemental characteristics have been found to
emerge proportionately within the pool of lottery respondents and are
carried forward to the membership of the panel. In short, the panel was
composed in such a way as to deliver good demographic diversity and to
ensure that it was broadly representative of the residents, owners and renters who live or invest in condominiums in Ontario

The Final PANEL Meeting:
Day 1: September 21, 2013
One year had passed since panellists last met at the Li Ka Shing Knowledge
Institute in downtown Toronto. Excited to meet again after this extended
break, many panellists arrived early to catch up with others over coffee and
muffins, sharing updates from all corners of the province.
Once everyone had arrived, Peter Macleod, principal of MASS LBP
and the panel moderator, welcomed everyone back. After a brief orientation to the task at hand for the weekend, he opened the floor for updates
from members. Panellists announced a variety of good news from wedding engagements to new condos to new babies. Warm applause welcomed each panellists’ good news.
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Giles Gherson, Deputy Minister of Consumer Services, welcomed back
the group and thanked them for their ongoing public service throughout
this process. The Condo Act Review is an experiment in doing policy differently, he commented, and shared how proud he and his ministry are to
work alongside such dedicated citizens. He took some time to elaborate
on the next steps for government in the Condo Act Review, including the
creation of an action plan to present to Cabinet before the winter holiday season, and the drafting of legislation that will hopefully be presented to the legislature in Spring 2014. Panellists were given the opportunity
to ask the Deputy Minister questions. When a participant mentioned the
changeable political environment in the province, the Deputy Minister
discussed how he thought one virtue of this process of consultation was
that it has forged considerable consensus — a consensus that every party
will hopefully appreciate and build on no matter the political situation.
Once the Q+A with the Deputy Minister concluded, the Residents’
Panel was joined by five members of the Stage Two expert panel: AnneMarie Ambert, Founder of the Condo Information Center; Aubrey
LeBlanc, President of the Consumer Council of Canada; John Warren,
Partner at Adams & Miles LLP, Chartered Accountants; Chris Jaglowitz,
Lawyer at Gardiner Miller Arnold LLP; and Armand Conant, Partner,
and Head of the Condo Law Group at Shibley Righton. These five experts
shared short presentations that highlighted the key recommendations
from each of the five main areas in the Stage Two Solutions Report, which
are: financial management, condo governance, condo management, consumer protection, and dispute resolution.
Ambert began by explaining the responsibilities she stepped into as an
owner advocate sitting on the expert panel. She expressed support for the
Condo Office, and told panellists that she believes they should evaluate
these recommendations with an eye to whether they offer greater oversight,
more structure, and increased clarity. LeBlanc spoke about important provisions concerning consumer protection, highlighting the importance of
improved documentation that will demystify condo ownership, and of new
rules that crack down on unscrupulous developer practices.
Warren touched on the need to make financial reporting more understandable for owners and highlighted the recommendations for new
requirements for greater transparency in the financial matters of condo
corporations. Jaglowitz described the licensing process for condominium
managers that the Stage Two participants are advising, and discussed the
importance of oversight mechanisms for this profession. He also spoke to
dispute resolution recommendations, and focused on how these processes
would improve fairness, timeliness and affordability.
Lastly, Conant spoke to the need for education for owners, buyers and
boards so that formal disputes can be avoided as much as possible, and
so that people understand what dispute resolution services are available
when they require them. When discussing recommendations related to
condo governance, he spoke to the requirements for faster disclosure,
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easier requisition meetings, and new methods to discourage the abuse of
proxies.
After the presentations from the experts, the panellists were quick to
engage them with questions concerning a variety of topics. Panellists
asked about the rights of boards in regards to tenants, the licensing of
condo managers, the scope of charge backs, and the responsibilities of
developers. As the expert panel session came to a close, the experts urged
the citizen panellists to do a “sniff test” on the recommendations that had
been put forward: as a whole, do they hold together? Do they balance
the rights and responsibilities of different members of condo communities correctly? LeBlanc closed the session by encouraging the panellists to
take their job seriously and thanking them for the important role they are
playing in the Condo Act Review.
After a short break the panellists were back at their tables ready to get
to work. The first activity reminded the panellists of the values and recommended directions that the Residents’ Panel put forward in its first
report. Groups of panellists were asked to work together to sort large
printed cards of their recommended directions from Stage One into seven piles that each corresponded to one of the Residents’ Panel’s seven
guiding values.
Groups then spread their Stage One recommended directions cards out
on tables. Each group was given another set of cards, which summarized
the recommendations put forward by the participants in Stage Two. The
panellists were tasked with comparing the recommended directions from
Stage One to the recommendations of Stage Two, and to layer the Stage
Two cards on top the Stage One cards in order to visually represent which
of their recommended directions was addressed by Stage Two recommendations. Some Stage Two recommendations aligned easily while others required discussion and clarification. After completing the task, each
member was instructed to write down the key insights they wanted to take
forward into the afternoon’s discussions.
After lunch, each table set to work on a new activity. The group was
instructed to use their table as a ‘dart board’, and to place the Stage Two
recommendation cards closer or further from the center based on whether they thought the recommendation would “improve quality of life in
Ontario’s condominiums”. At the conclusion of the activity, each group
was asked to share what recommendations landed in the bullseye — for
every group, the Condo Office and dispute resolution recommendations
had emerged closest to the center. Many of the groups expressed concern
about the recommendation that would allow condo boards to invest in
green technology without owner approval, and requested further information to clarify how this recommendation would work.
The panel then split itself into five working groups: one for financial
management, one for consumer protection, one for dispute resolution,
one for condo management and one for governance. First, the working
groups were asked to sort through the Stage Two recommendation cards
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and identify those recommendations that impacted their group’s area of
focus. Second, each working group chose three of the Residents’ Panel’s
seven guiding values to use as evaluation criteria. Third, working groups
discussed the collection of recommendations relevant to their focus area
and assessed those recommendations against the values they had selected.
Finally, the working groups were asked to write down an explanation of
their assessments.
To finish the day, each group presented their explanations to the whole
panel. Panellists from other working groups were given the opportunity
to offer comments, raise concerns, and ask questions that would provoke
further reflection when the working groups reconvened the next day.
The panellists adjourned after a full day, feeling content with the work
they had done so far and ready to return tomorrow in order to finalize
their assessments and advice for the Government of Ontario.

Day 2: September 22, 2013
The official first day of fall welcomed the panellists back for their final
day. After the group had arrived, panellists quickly got back to work. Two
additional working groups were formed: one to discuss possible financing options for the Condo Office, the other to compose a communiqué that
would be sent to the Minister of Consumer Services in advance of their
final report. Panellists were eager to volunteer.
Without delay the groups set to work drafting text that described the
strengths of the Stage Two recommendations, areas that deserved further
attention, and specific recommendations for the government. The groups
worked to integrate the feedback they’d heard from other panellists the
day before, and they asked Ministry staff to clarify any aspects of the
Stage Two recommendations or of the current Condo Act that were not
crystal clear.
Just before lunch, each working group was asked to share their drafts
with the whole panel so that everyone could offer additional feedback
before the final text was written.
After grabbing a quick sandwich, the groups worked tirelessly through
lunch to refine and elaborate on their work while incorporating the feedback they had received. A satisfied calm settled over the room as the clock
ticked down and groups finished their final drafts.
After the arrival and introduction of Tracy MacCharles, Minister of
Consumer Services, a representative from each working group took the
podium to present their advice for the government. Each presentation
was met with a warm round of applause from all present.
Minister MacCharles thanked the panellists for their dedication to the
process and assured panellists of the government’s commitment to seriously consider their advice when drafting a new Condo Act. To show the
government’s appreciation, the Minister presented certificates of public
service and trillium pins to each of the panellists.
The moderator reminded panellists that their work would be edited
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by the facilitation team and sent out to them for final commentary and
approval before being released to the public. Any panellist who had comments that they felt were not reflected in the report were invited to submit
a 'consenting opinion' that would be included in the appendix. And with
that, the panel was adjourned for the last time. Panellists said their final
goodbyes and began their journeys back to condos across the province,
feeling optimistic and proud of their contribution to developing Ontario’s
new Condo Act.
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Who are the Members of the
Residents’ Panel to Review
the Condominium Act?
The members of the Residents’ Panel to Review the Condominium
Act broadly match the composition of Ontario’s condominium
population. On the following pages you can read about each of
them, in their own words.
Adam Stork, Toronto: Born in Toronto, Ontario, in 1975, I earned a Bachelor of Arts in history from the University of Toronto and the CompTia A+
computer certification. I currently work in the IT industry and have lived
in a 634 sq. ft condominium for the past 14 years. History, computers, and
technology continue to be my interests.
Asif Khan, Etobicoke: Though I earned my Master of Science in chemistry from Pakistan, I have been in Canada for more than 13 years, accumulating both Canadian education and experience. I worked at Royal Group
Technologies for about seven years until I was laid off during the 2009
recession. I am currently working as a security guard and continue to look
for improved full-time employment. I live with my wife and two kids: a
daughter and a son. I want to be a useful part of society for myself and my
family and am proud to be a Canadian of Pakistani origin.
Atul Prakash, Mississauga: I am a financial consultant, licensed in the
province of Ontario. I use Cash Flow Management to control a family's
credit needs as well as leveraged mortgage debt. I suggest channeling
the existing leverage on a family's home mortgage into building multiple
income streams, using other investable assets, besides their primary residence. This creates perpetual prosperity for families. They are now able to
control their income and expenses effectively. I have found spectacular success and have very happy clients in my practice.
Beverly Capstick, Ottawa: I have just retired from the federal civil service
after 35 years of service. I have owned several condominiums over the past
30 years and have seen first-hand both how good they can be and how bad
they can get (both financially and emotionally) when boards, owners, and/
or condominium management companies lack the skills required for the
condominiums to operate properly. I’ve travelled extensively throughout
Europe and Canada, and in my retirement will continue to urge my MPP
and the provincial and federal governments to address issues such as longterm care facilities for seniors and bullying-in-the-workplace legislation.
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Bina Mistry, Toronto: Born and raised in the suburbs of the GTA, I
graduated from the University of Toronto in 2003 with a Bachelor of Science in computer science. Since graduating, I have worked at IBM Canada in several different roles, most recently as a business consultant. In 2007
I became a condominium owner in downtown Toronto and have been a
great proponent for city living and going local! I love to travel, read and
tweet about topics that are of interest to me. Follow me @binamistry79.
Bob Adams, Barrie: Born and raised in Northern Ontario, I moved south
to Barrie after university. After five years in retail and ten years consulting, I obtained the CGA designation and have since (for approximately 20
years) been working in the private manufacturing sector, half that time in
precision machining and half in industrial manufacturing.
Calin Serbu, North York: Born in 1981, I have been a Toronto resident
since 1994. I have a computer science degree from York University, and I
have worked as a software developer in Toronto since 2006. Together with
my spouse, we have owned an 850 sq. ft. unit in an uptown high-rise since
2011. As a millennial working in the local private sector, I am experiencing a monumental divergence between the economic reality of Toronto’s
labour market and the condominium real-estate market. I am particularly concerned because characteristics such as green space, infrastructure,
comfort and quality of construction are no longer the most important
determining factors of a residential property’s value. I would like to see
changes in city planning that will make the residential market serve the
interests of Torontonians first and foremost with livable spaces at prices
in sync with the local economy, 21st-century transportation, and many
more walkable communities.
Carol Grandison, Scarborough: A mature Canadian citizen, I work and
live in Toronto. I have owned my condominium since 1994. An active resident in Toronto, apart from my regular day job I volunteer for other organizations and was previously a board member at my condo corporation for
more than seven years. I am a graduate of Ryerson University and work
in the health care field. My volunteer work takes me all over the province
and involves a tremendous variety of working activities. I am very involved
with my family and take care of daily needs. I am extremely health-conscious and reserve at least four days a week for exercise and relaxation. I
eat well, am environmentally friendly, and enjoy nature. I help and spend
time with children and elders when needed. Outspoken, friendly, kind,
reserved, I like my space and taking the best care of me.
Cesar Kupfer Jarmain, Toronto: I graduated from York University in
2005 with a double major in political science and law & society. I wasn’t
even out of university when I was hired at RBC as an account manager. I spent five years with the banks, three with RBC and two with TD,
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employed as a financial advisor. I started my real estate consulting and
investing company in 2009 and have been building it ever since.
Cheryl Peters, Hamilton: I am a 63-year-old retired registered nurse who
worked in a general hospital setting for 37 years. I have a grown family.
My husband passed away five years ago after a long battle with kidney disease. We spent our child-raising years in a house in the country, and when
our kids were in college we moved to a high-rise condominium building.
My husband was on the board there for 12 years, and we enjoyed living
there and participating in that community. After my husband passed away,
I moved to a small townhouse condominium complex. I have been on the
board of directors here for three years.
Claire Grant, North York: I have lived in Toronto for 42 years and have
one son. I am from a large family, and most of them live in Toronto. I work
for a bank and enjoy my job. I teach English as a Second Language (ESL)
and am a Sunday school teacher.
Doris Servais, Toronto: I have been retired for many years. My professional background is secretarial and travel-related. My husband and I have
lived in the same condominium for 40 years. It was one of the first built in
Toronto and is one of the largest corporations. I have been on the board
for 18 months and have taken two Canadian Condominium Institute (CCI)
courses. As for hobbies, I have travelled a lot and spent many years sailing
on Lake Ontario. After retirement, and until a few years ago, we continued
to travel and sail. My latest interest is art and art classes.
Elinor Knight, Guelph: I have lived in Guelph for 30 years and in my condominium for six. I presently serve on the board of directors, beginning
my second three-year term, and am board president. I have been involved
in not- for-profit organizations at the local, provincial, and national levels
both here in Canada and in the United States for about 50 years. My building was built in 1976 and has 142 units. Until August 2011 it was self-managed, with a board of seven directors and an office manager. In July when
the office manager resigned, we chose a management firm. It has been
quite a year! I am a widow, a retired school librarian, a mother of five adult
children, and a Luddite!
Gerald Bottos, Amherstburg: My name is Gerald L. Bottos. I usually go
by Jerry. I am married to my lovely wife of 33 years. We have four children
and four grandchildren. I am a retired sheet metal worker originally from
Thunder Bay, Ontario. We relocated to Amherstburg in 1994 because of the
slowdown in construction jobs. We have lived in our condominium since
May 2005 and enjoy the freedom to be able to lock our door and go without the worry or concern of homeownership.
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Joe Abboud, Vanier: I immigrated to Canada in 1987 after the civil war
in Lebanon and have lived here ever since; I still visit my folks back home
every year or two. I possess a variety of Canadian work experience: I started out at the Bank of Montreal as a teller before moving on to sales in a
food distribution company while studying graphic design. This eventually landed me a job at the Ottawa Board of Education. While there, I found
my calling in the IT industry, so I took a few courses and moved on to start
my new career at Bell Canada in 2001. In early 2007, I moved to Dell Canada as a supervisor for 20 agents, working with stats and providing technical solutions as well as coaching. Dell closed down in mid-2009. In August
of that year, I started with Industry Canada’s Chief Informatics Office as a
technical support analyst and am still there. I purchased my condominium
unit in November 2005, on the advice of a friend who lived in one. I had no
prior knowledge nor had I done any research on condominiums, but I was
lucky to land in such a properly managed corporation. However, opportunities for improvement are always presented but never implemented. Therefore, my participation in this panel is to share my insights and ideas with
others in hope of making condominiums a better place to own and live in.
Joe Mele, Mississauga: I was born in Italy. My whole family immigrated to Canada in the early 1950s. I got married in 1961 and we raised a family of three children. I worked for the City of Toronto for almost 30 years.
Some of those years were spent as a union rep for Local 43 (which later
became Local 416). I dealt with employee’s grievances, arbitration cases,
contract bargaining, strike issues, and all-around problem solving. I was
in various elected union positions, the longest as a business agent. In 1990
I resigned from the City of Toronto and started working for the Canadian
Union of Public Employees (CUPE). I retired from the workforce in 2004.
We bought our first condominium in 1974, and I have been a condominium
board member for about 12 years. In 1998 we bought another condominium, where I was elected president of the board and so far have served for
four terms.
Kathleen Stephenson, Ottawa: I am a recently retired (I think) former
consultant in private practice and former overseas worker with the United
Church of Canada. At the end of July 2012, I took possession of a two-bedroom condominium on the seventh floor of a seven-storey building in Ottawa. I have owned two other residences —both single-family homes– living
in one of them for 16 years and the second for 25 years, from 1987 to 2012.
I was also a condominium tenant while living in Salvador, Brazil, from
2008 to 2012. During that period I worked as a full-time senior staff member in an ecumenical human rights organization. Prior to this, I consulted
on organizational development and capacity-building for numerous Canadian and international NGOs — United Way Centraide Canada, YMCAYWCA, Consumers Association of Canada, Family Service Canada among
others — on such issues as strategic planning and evaluation, board gover-
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nance, fundraising, communications, and project management. One of my
responsibilities when I served as policy director for the Consumers’ Association of Canada was to participate in and advocate for meaningful public
participation in legislative and regulatory reform in Canada to ensure that
the consumer perspective was represented in deliberations. I trust that this
process of review will strengthen the Condominium Act in Ontario and
that together we have provided a clear voice for condominium residents.
Mahassen Mahmoud, East York: Though I work as a program manager
currently, my background is in human resources, the legal field, and notfor- profit corporations. I was the vice-president of my condominium corporation and have experience in process development.
Michael Frankfort, Richmond Hill: I have lived my entire life as a resident of the town of Richmond Hill. I an active participant on a number
of committees both locally and across the province. I am an educator, a
musician, a graduate student, an environmentalist, a fundraiser, a sciencefiction fanatic, a political activist and an artist. I currently sit as president
of the board of directors of my condo corporation which provides me the
opportunity to initiate and participate in many enthusiastic discussions
related to the well-being of this community residence. It has been a pleasure to have been selected for this very unique opportunity to join other
Ontario residents in updating the Condominium Act.
Michael Gager, Ottawa: My wife and I are recent renters of our condominium in Ottawa. I volunteered to be part of the Residents’ Panel because
I wanted to help shape the new Condominium Act. We are also looking
to buy our first home or condominium in the near future, and through
serving on the panel I have been provided an opportunity to learn firsthand from experts and the community about condominiums. I was born
and raised in Surrey, British Columbia. I moved to Ottawa in 2007 to join
the federal public service, where I work as an economist/advisor. I have a
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts in economics from Simon Fraser University, and I love coffee, movies, fishing, and hikes in Gatineau Park.
Monica Caliste, Toronto: I was born in Trinidad and Tobago in the West
Indies. I came to Canada in 1961 and later became a Canadian citizen.
I got married in 1994 to Larry Mansfield Robbins and became a widow
July 30, 2012. I am a graduate of York University with a degree in business
administration and went on to attain level three CGA. I retired from Public
Works and Government Services Canada, where I had held the positions of
financial planning officer, management accountant, and chief, expenditure
accounting. I enjoy travelling, designing, decorating, and fitness. I volunteered to be on the Residents’ Panel to learn more about the Condominium
Act and at the same time make a contribution to the review.
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Monica Lloyd, Scarborough: I am a Canadian citizen and came to Canada in 1968. I worked until 2005. I am an owner of a condominium where I
have lived since 1983 and served on the board of directors for a few years.
Myron Taylor, North Bay: I am 70 years old and a retired business owner. I have made a condominium my home for 23 years in three separate
condominium complexes, at two of which I have served as a director and
president. I have been president of my condo corporation now for nine
years. When I moved into the 28-unit condo building in 2003, I soon discovered that the property and building had been seriously neglected for
many of 29 years. To make the situation even worse, the corporation was
effectively bankrupt. Since many of our residents were retired on fixed
incomes, raising condominium fees or applying a special assessment was
not a good option to pay for the major repairs necessary. Our board decided instead to create two new one-bedroom condominiums in underused
space on the lower level. We sold the two condominiums for $400,000,
using a portion of the funds to upgrade the lower level. The remaining
funds were then applied to repairing the major building components.
Owners are now required to obtain the necessary written permission to
renovate and if necessary provide engineering and architectural drawings.
I’m very proud to have the opportunity to work with the people who have
helped make our homes a better place to live.
Nancy Chan, North York: I came from Hong Kong in 1974 and obtained
my Bachelor degree from the University of Regina in 1978. I moved to
Ontario in 1984. After years of part-time studies with full-time jobs, I
obtained my accounting designation in 1996. I have been a condominium
owner for three years and enjoy condominium living. I like hiking, reading, movies, and travelling. I enjoyed this opportunity to understand the
Condominium Act in detail and to share ideas in bringing the legislation
more up to date with other stakeholders.
Natasha Wilson, Toronto: I own a condominium unit in a high-rise
building in downtown Toronto. I purchased my unit directly from the
construction developer in 2006 and moved into it in 2008. I am interested
in issues concerning consumer protection and training for condominium
board members.
Patricia Dunham, Mississauga: I have lived in Ottawa, Regina, Winnipeg, Kingston, Moose Factory, Toronto, and Mississauga. I am a graduate of Queen’s University,. I have lived in the GTA since 1987, working in
the financial services industry. I have lived in three condominiums. I was
on the boards of directors of two of them, one of which was a townhouse
and the other a high-rise building. I enjoy travelling, reading, baking,
and socializing.
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Patrick Klug, Thunder Bay: I’m from Thunder Bay. My wife and I have
five children and two granddaughters (so far). I retired from teaching two
years ago. I spend time doing volunteer work, house and yard projects, and
maintaining the two rental units we own. At one time, we owned and rented out three condominiums. We have one condominium now.
Philip Lau, Thornhill: I am currently an elected member of my condominium board and have served on this board since 2011. After receiving my Bachelor degree from the University of Toronto, I have been working in one of
the largest energy firms with offices across the United States and Canada. I
oversee operation activities and performance management for them.
Po Wang Chow, Toronto: I graduated from the University of Toronto
as a mechanical engineer in 2002. I work as an insurance risk consultant,
assessing properties and evaluating replacement costs. I lived in Markham
until July 2012, when I moved into a condominium near High Park.
Ravie Singh, Toronto: I live in a condominium. I am married and have
two children. I am a teacher and teach grade 5 students. I love my job, my
family, and friends.
Shervin Erfani, Windsor: I was born and raised in Tehran, Iran (b.
March 28, 1948). I moved to the USA in 1982, becoming a citizen and resident of New Jersey in 2000. I moved to Canada in 2002, becoming a citizen
in 2011. I have been a resident and owner of my condominium in Windsor, Ontario, since 2003. Since 2002, I have been a professor of electrical
and computer engineering at the University of Windsor, at times serving as
department head. I earned my Ph.D. in the field at the Southern Methodist
University in Dallas, Texas, in 1976. I worked for and retired from Bell Telephone Labs (formerly part of AT&T) from 1985 to 2001. I married my wife,
a citizen and resident of Dallas, Texas, in 1983.
Shirley Ting, Markham: I have lived in an apartment/hotel in Hong
Kong, and apartments in Manila, New York, and Rome. I attended the
University of Notre Dame and settled in a house in Toronto in 2001. Career
demands in the art and design field necessitated a lifestyle change and so
we moved to a one-year-old condominium in 2009. My neighbours and I
faced a surprising issue in my condominium community that came about
due to a lack of transparent communication between residents, our condominium management, and our board of directors, resulting in a misinterpretation of the purpose of the Condominium Act so as to effectively
silence our concerns regarding the issue/matter. The request to volunteer as
part of the Residents’ Panel was a welcome opportunity to help represent
fellow condominium residents who are like myself – busy and hoping to
live in a well-run community. I look forward to seeing a Condominium Act
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that assists in shaping communities in Ontario and create better discourse
and interaction among residents.
Stacy Dodds, Kitchener: I have been an owner-resident in a townhouse
con- dominium for the past five years and a member of the board for
about four years. I work in the financial services industry and volunteer,
spend time at the gym and enjoy the outdoors with friends and family in
my spare time.
Susan Wright, Thunder Bay: I have lived in a condominium for five years
and last year I was elected to the board. I am a registered nurse and I worked
26 years in the neonatal intensive care unit before recently retiring. I do volunteer work with young mothers and love spending time with my granddaughters. I enjoy condominium living and the condominium community.
Tony Shin, Woodbridge: Biography unavailable.
Ximena Suarez, Ottawa: Born and raised in Ottawa, I am a young professional and federal public servant in contracting services. I received my
Honours Bachelor of Arts in law from Carleton University and am an avid
backpacker who enjoys the tastes and creations of food and beverages from
around the world. I support leadership through collaboration, innovation,
change, and demonstrated action. A nature and animal lover, I am happiest when life is challenging yet balanced.
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Appendix

Consenting Opinions
This section was reserved for those panel members who endorsed the findings of the report but wanted to include their own commentary. No panel
members chose to exercise this option. This space is retained in the final
report to document that all perspectives in the discussion were welcomed
and encouraged.

Participation in the Final Meeting
Due to illness, family emergencies, and relocation out of the province, a
small number of the 36 panelists were unable to participate in the final
meeting. These participants were: Adam Stork, Elinor Knight, Monica Caliste,
Philip Lau, and Tony Shin.

PRESENTERS:
Tracy MacCharles, Minister of Consumer Services

Minister Tracy MacCharles has over 20 years of experience in human
resources management working in the private, public and not-for-profit sectors. She served as Vice President of Human Resources for the Corporate
and Information Technology Divisions of Manulife Financial. In 2004, she
established a Human Resources practice focused on health care, community health, education, employment, human rights, discrimination prevention, and business effectiveness. MacCharles is a champion for disability
advocacy. She is a past chair of the Ontario Accessibility Standards
Advisory Council and also served on the Durham Board of Education’s
Special Education Advisory Committee. She has been an active volunteer
in her community and at the provincial level for numerous charities including the Canadian Cancer Society — Scarborough Unit and the Ontario
Division Board, the Big Sister’s Association of Ajax-Pickering, the United
Way, and as Chair of her local School Community Council. She is recipient of the City of Pickering’s Civic Award and the Volunteer of Distinction
Award from Rosebank Road Public School. She holds an interdepartmental honours degree in Business and Public Administration from Brock
University. MacCharles proudly represents the riding of Pickering-Scarborough East. She was born and raised in West Hill and lives in Pickering
with her husband, Stephen, and their two children Travis and Geneviève
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Giles Gherson, Deputy Minister of Consumer Services

On November 30, 2011 Giles Gherson was appointed Deputy Minister for
the Minister of Consumer Services. This appointment is his third deputy
minister role since joining the Government of Ontario in 2007. Following a
distinguished career in journalism spanning more than twenty years, Deputy Gherson’s first appointment was Deputy Minister of Communications
and Associate Secretary of Cabinet. In this capacity he led the modernization of government communications that resulted in an overhaul of how
government communicates with the media and in the establishment of the
corporate Cabinet Office Newsroom. Giles was also a leading force in getting approval for the use of social media in government communications.
In July 2008, he was appointed Deputy Minister of Policy and Delivery,
Associate Secretary of the Cabinet. In this role he oversaw major policy
initiatives ranging from early childhood education, a reform of the health
care system to energy conservation. Prior to joining the Ontario government, he was editor-in-chief of the Toronto Star, editor of the Globe and Mail
Report on Business, editor-in-chief of the Edmonton Journal and editor-inchief of the Southam News Service. His journalism career also included
being a political editor of the National Post and a national political columnist for Southam’s newspaper chain, the Globe and Mail, the Financial Times
of Canada and being the Washington Bureau chief for the Financial Post.
During the mid-1990s, Gherson took a two-year sabbatical from journalism to serve as principal secretary for social security reform in the federal
Department of Human Resources Development.

Members of the Expert Panel:
Anne-Marie Ambert, Founder, Condo Information Centre

Areas of Expertise: Anne-Marie provides the condominium owner, resident, and board member perspective. She has extensive knowledge of
problems encountered by owners, residents, board members, and managers based on letters received since the launch of www.condoinformation.ca
in 2009. Anne-Marie was also president of her condo from 2002 to 2008.
Aubrey LeBlanc, President, Consumers Council of Canada

Areas of Expertise: Aubrey has expertise in home warranties, codes and
standards, consumer protection, housing, risk management, and professional qualification systems. Relevant Affiliations: Consumers Council
of Canada, Ontario Association of Home Inspectors, Ontario Building
Officials Association
John Warren, Partner, Adams & Miles LLP, Chartered Accountants

Areas of Expertise: John is the founder of the firm's condominium group,
which provides audit, accounting and related services to over 300 condominiums, with a particular focus on governance and management issues in
condominiums. He also supervises the firm's professional standards committee. Relevant Affiliations: Chair, Institute of Chartered Accountants of
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Ontario committee responsible for the Accounting and Auditing Guidelines for Ontario Condominium Corporations; Canadian Condominium
Institute; Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario
Christopher J. Jaglowitz, Lawyer, Gardiner, Miller Arnold LLP

Areas of Expertise: Christopher is a condominium lawyer and arbitrator,
as well as the publisher of Ontario Condo Law Blog. Relevant Affiliations:
Ontario Bar Association, Canadian Condominium Institute, Association
of Condominium Managers of Ontario
Armand Conant, Partner, Head of Condo Law Group, Shibley Righton LLP

Areas of Expertise: Armand practices condominium law, acting for condominium corporations and owner groups across Ontario. He is a courtappointed administrator for troubled condo corporations and an author
of numerous articles, papers, briefs, and presentations on condominium
law, including a guide comparing condominium legislation across Canada.
Armand is also an instructor for condo director courses and teaches real
estate law. Relevant Affiliations: Board member and past President, Canadian Condominium Institute (Toronto); Associate member, Association of
Condominium Managers of Ontario

Project Partners
About Canada’s Public Policy Forum

The Public Policy Forum is an independent, not-for-profit organization
dedicated to improving the quality of government in Canada through
enhanced dialogue among the public, private and voluntary sectors. The
Forum’s members, drawn from business, federal, provincial and territorial
governments, the voluntary sector and organized labour, share a belief that
an efficient and effective public service is important in ensuring Canada’s
competitiveness abroad and quality of life at home.
Established in 1987, the Forum has earned a reputation as a trusted,
nonpartisan facilitator, capable of bringing together a wide range of
stakeholders in productive dialogue. Its research program provides a neutral base to inform collective decision-making. By promoting information sharing and greater links between governments and other sectors, the
Forum helps ensure public policy in our country is dynamic, coordinated
and responsive to future challenges and opportunities.
About MASS LBP

MASS LBP is a new kind of advisory firm that works with visionary governments and corporations to make better decisions while deepening and
improving their efforts to engage and consult with citizens. Fundamentally
we believe in people. Given the opportunity to participate in a thorough,
fair and inclusive process, citizens are ready to provide constructive advice,
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offering officials the intelligence, perspective and sensitivity that difficult
public issues require.
Since 2007, MASS LBP has led some of Canada’s most original and
ambitious efforts to engage citizens in tackling tough policy options while
pioneering the use of Civic Lotteries and Citizens’ Reference Panels on
behalf of a wide array of clients.
Our work goes far beyond polling and focus groups. From conception
to execution to evaluation, MASS LBP designs and delivers highly innovative engagement strategies that increase public understanding, legitimacy and support for complex decisions and policy choices.
MASS LBP is based in Toronto and works with partners across Canada
and the United Kingdom. Find MASS at masslbp.com.
About the Ministry of Consumer Services

Every day, the work of the Ministry of Consumer Services benefits the
lives of all Ontarians. That’s because consumers and businesses purchase
and sell millions of products – including motor vehicles, travel services,
new homes, electrical prod- ucts, funeral services, stuffed toys and Ontario
wines. In addition, the Ministry, through the Ontario Film Review Board,
classifies movies, videos, DVDs, VCDs and video games before screening
or distribution in Ontario.
The Ministry is here to educate, protect and serve Ontario consumers
by ensuring a fair, safe and informed marketplace. It is are dedicated to
providing modern information services, as well as regulatory practices
that serve the interests of Ontarians while contributing to a competitive
economy.
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